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ABSTRACT 

              

 This study is aimed to improve the studensôs writing ability during the teaching 

learning process. The Conceptual Network activities had been assumed to be able to improve 

the studentôs ability in writing. Since the technique had been applied the students could 

increase their achievement both in terms of score and ability in writing aspects such as 

grammar, punctuation, spelling and vocabularies. The subjects of the present study was IX I 

of SMP Negeri 3 Kuta Selatan in academic year 2008-2009.The total of the subjects under 

study was 42 students which consists of 20 females and 22 males. The present study made use 

of a classroom action research design. There were two cycles applied and each of which 

covered three session and involved four steps namely planning, action, observation, and 

reflection. There were three instruments used in this study; test, questionnaires, and 

observation sheet. This study was carried out based on the results of pre- test which revealed 

that studentsô writing ability was unsatisfying. From the writing assessment scale used, it was 

proved that achievement of pre-test of subject under study was only 4.83 which were 

considered very low.  The finding showed that there were continuous improvements on the 

students mean score after being given treatment in two cycles. In cycle I, the score of 

reflection 1 was 5.47 in reflection 2, the score was 6.09, the score in reflection 3 was 6.83.It 

was calculated that the grand mean score of cycle I was6.13.and it proved that studentôs 

writing ability was considered fairly satisfactory by using Conceptual Network strategy. 

Next, three reflections were applied in cycle II to anticipate unsatisfied reaction from the 

researcher. It showed that the score in reflection 4 was 7.47, reflection 5 was 8.21 and 

reflection 6 reached up to 8.76. The grand mean of cycle II was 8.14 which meant the 

studentôs writing ability were considered much better according to the rate description. The 

difference between grand mean cycle I and cycle II was 2 points. The result of questionnaire 

showed that item A was 59.25% which meant they liked writing with Conceptual Network 

strategy very much, Item B was 32.43% they liked it, and item C was 8.31%, that means they 

were not sure and none of them chose D or 0. From the result of the study, this indicated that 

Conceptual Network strategy could help the students of SMP Negeri 3 Kuta Selatan improve 

their writing ability. 
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INTRODUCTION  

 Two concentrations in language learning are language elements and language skills. 

Both terms are closely interrelated. Language elements consist of grammar, vocabulary and 

phonology and language skills describes about listening, speaking, reading and writing. One 

of the productive skills which needs special and complex skills is writing. The mastery of 

writing ability will enable the students to communicate their ideas.  

 Consciously or unconsciously, the importance of writing skill is highly required for 

our lives, as students, citizens, friends, and consumers. In our highly literate society, there are 

literary hundreds of different types of written text, much more a variety than found in spoken 

texts. We use writing skills in reports, letters, recommendation, application, and numerous 

other written documents every day. As students, they have to write class notes, summaries, of 

texts, books chapters, and conclusion about an experiment in science lab, brief essays and 

many more. Shortly, writing well is also one of the most useful crafts in which the students 

develop essential prospective jobs Ackley, (1986:135). 

 On the contrary of the importance of writing described above, many students of SMP 

Negeri 3 Kuta Selatan consider that writing is the most difficult language skill. The reason 

may vary from limitation of vocabularies, lack of linguistic competence, that include all the 

elements of writing such as grammar, style, diction, punctuation, vocabulary, and spelling. 

The students rarely have completely vague ideas of where they are heading to. When they 

start, they may hit dead end, change direction, or tear everything up and throw them to waste 

bin. 

 Concerning more difficulties about the written ideas explained above, students are 

facing complex problems in improving their writing skill.  Some are not able to write even 

one correct simple sentence that represents full meaning while others can not compose 

compound and complex sentences found in paragraphs, which make them frustrated. From 

this point of view the researcher observed that the students need to develop their writing skill 

by describing meaning of word with its basic features that a new strategy, that is  the 

researcherôs opinion, called a conceptual network can help. Let say the word ódogô, the 

students should be able to write what features that it has, such as its name, its color, its habits 

and so on. The students can make a short paragraph from this strategy by developing from its 

basic features. 




